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Miejsca (C1–C2) – ćwiczenia na słownictwo
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Polecenie: Choose the correct words to complete the sentences.
1. Did the .................. have any large staples?
A staircase

B stationery shop

C off-licence

2. Planes to and from London were delayed today because of a strike by .................. staff.
B delicatessen

3. Is there a .................. on this ferry?
A port

B harbour

C landmark
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A control tower

C duty-free shop

4. Get some halibut from the .................. on your way home.
A florist's

B fishmonger's

C ironmonger's

A fishmonger's
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5. Do you think I'll be able to get more of these screws at the ..................?
B butcher's

C ironmonger's

6. Are we allowed to fish from the ..................?
B warehouse

w
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A pier

C control tower

7. I've got to change all the hay in the .................. tomorrow morning.
A shed

B stable

C staircase

8. We don't have to go to the .................. now we have a washing machine.
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A launderette

B clothes shop

C shoe shop

9. I called in at the .................. to ask about the cost of photocopying.
A printer's

B newsagent's

C greengrocer's

10. Lord Riley has just sold the family .................. for two million pounds.
A shed

B greenhouse
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C mansion
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Answers
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1. B
2. A
3. C
4. B
5. C

advanced

6. A
7. B
8. A
9. A
10. C

1. Did the .................. have any large staples?
A staircase

B stationery shop

C off-licence

A control tower

B delicatessen

3. Is there a .................. on this ferry?
A port

B harbour
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2. Planes to and from London were delayed today because of a strike by .................. staff.
C landmark

C duty-free shop

4. Get some halibut from the .................. on your way home.
B fishmonger's

C ironmonger's
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n

A florist's

5. Do you think I'll be able to get more of these screws at the ..................?
A fishmonger's

B butcher's

C ironmonger's

6. Are we allowed to fish from the ..................?
B warehouse

w
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A pier

C control tower

7. I've got to change all the hay in the .................. tomorrow morning.
A shed

B stable

C staircase

8. We don't have to go to the .................. now we have a washing machine.
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A launderette

B clothes shop

C shoe shop

9. I called in at the .................. to ask about the cost of photocopying.
A printer's

B newsagent's

C greengrocer's

10. Lord Riley has just sold the family .................. for two million pounds.
A shed

B greenhouse
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